Computed tomography values calculation and volume histogram analysis for various computed tomographic patterns of diffuse lung diseases.
The aim of this study was to determine the computed tomography (CT) values of various pulmonary abnormalities in cubic region of interest (ROI) and square ROI and evaluate the CT findings by histogram analysis in the ROI. The study included 89 patients with the following 8 pulmonary CT patterns: normal lung, ground-glass attenuation, fine reticular opacity, coarse reticular opacity, honeycombing, airspace consolidation, nodular opacity, and emphysema. Cubic and square ROIs were selected in each CT pattern, and 5 values (contrast, variance, entropy, skewness, and kurtosis) were calculated. In the histogram of ground-glass attenuation, fine reticular opacity, and coarse reticular opacity, peaks had moved to the right compared with the normal lung. Only emphysema had higher contrast and lower entropy than the normal lung (P < 0.001). The other abnormalities had lower contrast and higher entropy than the normal lung. In conclusion, the shapes of histograms were characteristic of various abnormalities of the lung, and the values reflected the histogram quantitatively.